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ABSTRACT: We have developed a method for creating a lattice structure in the input geometric domain. The method first creates a tetrahedral mesh of the input geometric domain and then creates a solid lattice structure by thickening the edges of the mesh. The density and anisotropy of the lattice structure can be controlled locally by using the Bubble Mesh method for creating a tetrahedral mesh in the first step. To avoid stress concentration at the joints, we have applied a method called Metaball for edge thickening, which makes smooth connection between beams. Since the second step relies only on the edges of the mesh, the same method can create a Voronoi lattice by converting a tetrahedral mesh to a Voronoi mesh, which is useful when a soft structure is necessary.
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ABSTRACT: Minimizing weight while maintaining strength in components is a continuous struggle within engineering related industries, especially in aerospace. The balance between weight and strength controls the cost of manufacturing and the safety of a given system. To decrease weight and maintain strength, methods such as topology optimization and lattice generation within components are used. However, highly optimized components may fail under unexpected loads and when considering lattices generated by commercial software that repeat unit cell patterns and do not allow for optimization of lattice geometric parameters to yield the best mechanical properties. This study explores how optimizing the geometric parameters of a lattice yields ideal mechanical properties for aerospace related applications. A computer program was developed to generate a novel type of tetrahedral lattice as it allows for the manipulation of the following parameters: cell size/density, strut diameter, and strut intersection rounding. To optimize the lattice for ideal strength and weight, multiple computational compression tests are performed on latticed cubes with varying parameters. The results showed that primarily altering strut diameter and strut intersection rounding best maintains strength and reduces weight. These results were then applied to optimize actual applications such as a jet engine bracket and airplane bearing bracket. By altering strut diameter and strut intersection rounding, the lattices reduced the weight of the jet engine bracket by 60% and the airplane bearing bracket by 25% and both withstand their required loading.
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